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The music was awesome, the local acts were dope and it was just overall an awesome vibe. I thought it was
such a huge milestone for Zouk, a Singaporean club, to come in Top 10 amongst massive international super
clubs all over the world in the DJ Mag poll. And then huddling round the jug sharing the drink through many
straws. It was hard work, we danced three-hour sets, with only minute breaks per hour, but it was a hell lot of
fun! Thank you, Zouk, for everything and Happy 25th! Of all my favourites memories at Zouk, it would have
to be that one Saturday night at the old Velvet where I was casually waiting for my drink to arrive. Instead, I
got proposed to! A year later, we got married! Many of them have been huge influences to me but none more
so than DJ Hong and his nights at the old Velvet Underground. I snatched my first win at the Phuture DJ
Battle. That was a rather defining moment in my career, especially on my first year of DJing out. Flash your
name card and enjoy one-for-one drinks at Wine Bar. I had so much fun dancing to the music â€” everything
was perfect. Sour Plum shots FTW! Can you tell us more about how you work? We usually do all our music
videos ourselves. We think about them and then Carlotta edits them. She is the one that knows best what we
want, and she does it for free! We design the merch, choose the supporting bands, play and write, deal with the
social media, do all the press and mails and design the art of physical releases. Leave Me Alone is making a
real splash and the indie world is raving about it. How did the album come together? We wrote LMA between
and , when we were back from tours and packing for the next trips, so the result was 12 songs that document
what we felt and saw during that whole year. The first songs were more bright and cheerful because we wrote
them in summer. But the last songs were written in a rush and in winter, so they happened to be more honest
and, probably, sad. And what drew you guys to the lo-fi, garage rock kind of sensibility? It was two things.
We just went to our rehearsal room with one mic, one friend that studied sound and a laptop. We loved how
you handled it with such a cool swagger especially that adorable handwritten note. Changing our name was
such a big deal for us that thinking of keeping something from the old name made us happy. Plus we are
women, so being Hinds made sense for us. Some people have criticised Hinds for lacking in technical ability.
How would you respond to such detractions? We know what we have and we are fighters. Rock and roll,
soldiers!!! And lastly, Barcelona or Real Madrid? Catch Hinds live at Kult Kafe on May How would you
describe your touring schedule? Their debut appearance at Laneway Festival The show itself is a bit hazy but
it went pretty well. I do remember the festival being absolutely lovely though. We were just coming off an
almost two-year-long tour and in that time we experienced so many new things. So I guess there was just a lot
to talk and write about and consequently, the album became more personal and self-reflecting. There are no
big pop charts to climb or radio stations to get on. None of the politics that kind of control the big music
markets are to be found in Iceland. If you write a good song in Iceland, people will hear it. On their cameo
appearance on Game Of Thrones. Yes, you should be able to catch a glimpse of us somewhere in the
background in this next season of Game of Thrones. We play a travelling band. It was a lovely experience. To
you, with love. We look forward to seeing our fans and playing for them and we hope to see as many people
as possible at our show! Also, a random fact: My background is actually in classical piano. I started playing
when I was six. When I was 12, I took an interest in singing. By age 14, I was playing the guitar and writing
my own songs. It was only at 18 that I was assigned to the bass by my lecturer in school. I just felt more
musically-inspired playing the bass than the guitar. Beauty For Ashes chronicles a cycle. Making music is my
way of transforming negativity into something positive â€” taking ashes and turning them into beautiful
things. A lot of my songs are a result of unpleasant things that I encountered. The album is arranged in a
cyclical way: The competition was meant to broaden my horizons. At the same time, I feel like everything
being so sterile, methodical and whitewashed has made us complacent and sheltered. I believe that materialism
is a luxury, not a prerogative. Alt-rock and jazz inspire her equally. But my songwriting is influenced mainly
by bands I listened to when I was younger, like Switchfoot and Anberlin. She wants to help. Music is one of
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the best ways through which we can all rise up. But we added each other after and met at Music Matters last
year. What took so long? We are so glad to be back! I think we played almost four hours the last time and we
hope to do that again. Yes, we honestly took our time with it. Everybody had a tight schedule. We were
speaking with Tom on Skype and were giving each other feedback on our respective productions, and one
thing led to the other. Tom is a great producer! Pretty much the same old thing: The AN21 collab lead to the
Steve collab and so on. Everyone brings something different to the table in terms of ideas, sounds and vision.
Why are you so drawn to progressive house? I think it was about six years ago, when the scene was a little
different. We always wanted to show emotion in our music and I believe now, after all that time, our fans
appreciate us for just exactly that. For us, melodies and chords have to be emotional. Progressive house was
just the natural platform for us to achieve that and at the same time, take it to dance floors and festival stages.
We heard the two of you met on the web. How did that eventually evolve into a professional music
partnership? We got along well and things were so much fun and eventually, we landed a record deal with a
major label. The rest just progressed naturally. Today, we are so much more than a duo. Does one of you take
on particular roles or aspects of the process? You kind of grow into each other. For so long, the Swedish pop
scene has commanded global attention. How do you think the Swedish electronic scene is going to develop?
The Swedish music scene is very small, but at the same time, we have a lot of global heavyweights within that
little scene. Almost everybody is trying to find a new hot sound to progress into and use, perhaps, to separate
from the rest. We only release what we believe in. Everything, for this former-band-turned-solo-project of
frontman Kip Berman. Mining the same vein as youth-minded gatekeepers like The Smashing Pumpkins and
Nirvana, Berman is devoted to making fuzzed-out indie rock with a twee sensibility.
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These branch lines, named the Baldwin Branch and Ticonderoga branch, served the steamboat and paper mill
industries in and around the Ticonderoga area beginning in the late s until the later part of the twentieth
century. Although the freight industry died out by , steamboat travel, as a voluntary tourist excursion method
rather than a necessary mode of travel, continues today. This sign was located at the Montcalm Landing
crossing. I have been a member of this organization for many years. The Bridge Line Historical Society is a
fantastic organization dedicated to preserving the history of the Delaware and Hudson Railroad. If you are
interested in the history of the Delaware and Hudson railroad, membership in this organization is a must.
Research Hungry for information, I initially searched and searched for a written detailed article or publication
on the Ticonderoga Branch of the Delaware and Hudson Railroad. Frankly, I was surprised that no
information really existed to any great extent. I also ran across brief bits and casual references to this small
branch line in some written forms before any of the books so readily available today were on the market. I
finally decided to research the information myself, write an article, and submit it to the Bridge Line Historical
Society for publication. I was born and raised in Ticonderoga and loved watching the railroad activity in town,
and so, was probably as qualified as anyone else to write an article from my memories and research. This
kicked off a lengthy research process beginning with newspaper and book investigations, Library of Congress
research, map research, interviews, and acquisition of Ticonderoga memorabilia materials in addition to those
I already owned. The research continues and the project is never really done. New Information My continued
research includes gathering additional information, photos, post cards, and maps, and updating the information
on this web page as the relevant information surfaces. Updates are noted at the top of this web page see View
Updates. Visitors to the site and those with stories of the railroad in the Ticonderoga area are welcomed to
share their memories on the Tibranch Facebook page. Share your Ticonderoga railroad memories and stories
with our Facebook page. Select the Facebook link on the right to go to the Ticonderoga Branch Facebook
page. In the railroad business, BLUE FLAG procedures are established to protect railroad workers when they
are called on to inspect, test or service railroad rolling equipment. Likewise, blue flag areas may appear on this
site and indicate areas of work still under research or not yet complete. The primary goal is to publish as much
information as possible rather than wait for a given research effort to complete which could take a year or
more. In many cases, research in a specific area leads to new research tasks or topics. Jim Shaughnessy refers
to the railroad branch as the Baldwin Branch in his book. The line is also referred to as the Baldwin Branch in
much of the Delaware and Hudson literature. A passenger train led by Delaware and Hudson locomotive , a
Class D-3 double cab, sits at Fort Ticonderoga station Montcalm Landing just south of the entrance to the
Baldwin Branch. The engine was scrapped on March The Lake George Branch terminology was used for
years, but was renamed the Baldwin Branch between and Most early Ticonderoga Sentinel newspaper articles
published during the construction in and as well as subsequent articles refer to the line as the Lake George
road or the Lake Champlain and Lake George railroad or line. These were certainly not official railroad
company names, but surely reflect how locals referenced the new line at its inception. A page from an early s
book of Delaware and Hudson Canal Company station and siding names seen here on the left clearly denotes
the short line into Ticonderoga as the Lake George Branch. The Upper Falls line is also denoted as Weeds.
This is confirmed by Delaware and Hudson literature such as timetables, official lists, and other
documentation. This line was originally owned by the Ticonderoga Railroad Company. It opened for rail
service on May 1, The first steamship "Ticonderoga" traveled along beautiful Lake George carrying
passengers from the Fort William Henry Hotel south to the railroad dock at Baldwin near the Village of
Ticonderoga from until it burned in The ship was christened by Miss Cora Baldwin, daughter of Capt. The
second "Ticonderoga", pictured here, ran along Lake Champlain. Up until , those stagecoach connections
between steamboats on Lake George and Lake Champlain were made under the guidance of William J. The
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Baldwin stages carried passengers making the five-mile trip in about 35 minutes or about twice the time
required by the railroad. Date unknown, but the Alco engine was scrapped in October Samuel de Champlain,
the first European visitor to the area, noted the lake in his journal on July 3, , but he did not name it. Isaac
Jogues, a Jesuit missionary, was actually the first European to view the lake. Jogues further named its exit
stream, La Chute meaning "the fall. The lake lies in a glacial basin consisting of a North and South basin. The
average lake depth is 60 feet with a width varying from 0. The lake surface level lies at feet above sea level
and encompasses 44 square miles. Lake George drains into Lake Champlain to the north and contains
approximately miles of shoreline. Native American names for the lake vary. The Iroquois name for the lake,
Caniaderi Guarunte meaning mouth or door of the country ; the Algonquin Abenaki name, Petonbowk
meaning the lake in between. The mile long lake has a maximum depth of feet with an average lake depth of
64 feet. Its maximum width is 14 miles. Although Lake Champlain is smaller than the Great Lakes, it is a
large body of fresh water. Lake Champlain is often referred to as the 6th Great Lake. The Ticonderoga Creek
The Ticonderoga Creek now known as the La Chute River with terms used interchangeably was formed
during the final stages of the last ice age with the retreat of the Wisconsin glacier some 12, years ago. Lake
George and Lake Champlain served as a highway for native people, who carried their canoes along a portage
between the lakes. French and British troops and traders found the pathway at Ticonderoga, which had served
these Native Americans for thousands of years. In , William J. McAlpine examined the water power beginning
at the upper falls outlet of Lake George. In his examination, the reported water power at the head of the upper
falls was cubic feet per second. The was presumed to have been before Lake George was controlled by a dam
at the outlet. From the lake to the foot of the upper falls; The valley was open and perfectly accessible
throughout the length of the falls. The water was very clear and soft, therefore well suited to use in paper
manufacturing. The lower Ti creek now the La Chute River. Notice the wooden trestle leading into the mill.
Earlier in the century, the woodlot area was part of the creek and sailing ships traversed up the river. This area
was eventually filled in as seen in this photo. The woodlot was also moved to the other side of the mill.
Ticonderoga Historical Society, M. Wright collection Descending from the lake, the water privileges in were,
in order, as follows: The fall was 18 feet. On the right bank was a small saw mill with 50 horse-power of
wheels, and a new paper mill. The race was continued by an open wooden flume six or seven feet wide and
feet long. The company owned about 75 feet of fall and half the flow of the creek. The head actually utilized
was 68 feet, under which two Swain turbines of aggregate horse-power were run, two wheels acting upon a
vertical shaft. Only or horse-power was in active use. The company employed people, ran 10, spindles and
looms, and manufactured fine sheetings, producing 55, yards per week. The other half of the privilege could
be improved. It was owned by the American Graphite Company, which also had works at the lower falls. The
Town of Ticonderoga Ticonderoga, comprising an area of approximately 88 square miles, was settled in and is
located within the southeastern corner of the Adirondack Mountains, miles north of Albany, NY, and miles
south of Montreal in Quebec, Canada. New York State Routes 22 and 74 access the community. The town
celebrated its th birthday in Ticonderoga bicentennial logo M. Wright collection Although many are familiar
with the famous yellow pencils bearing the "Ticonderoga" name, these pencils were never actually made in
Ticonderoga. The graphite for these pencils was mined in the local area and refined at the American Graphite
Company mill in Ticonderoga. However, the pencils themselves were never produced in the town to bear their
name. Different Settlements Ticonderoga developed as several individual settlement areas, each of which had
a specific name associated with it. South Ticonderoga, also known as Trout Brook, became known as
Tuffertown supposedly because of the efforts early residents had to endure or tough it out in order to exist.
The Upper village was known as Alexandria while the Lower Village never really earned a name. Alexandria,
was one of the two largest population centers to form and was an early industrial and commercial center. It
was linked to the lower village, the other major population center, by the Portage. The western portion of the
village became Weedville and the high hill to the north was Mount Hope. Another settlement area at the foot
of the mountainous area approximately three miles north of the lower village was known as Ti Street or
Streetroad. The upper falls area and Weedville filed for annexation by the Village of Ticonderoga in The
hamlet of Ticonderoga was incorporated as a village within the Town of Ticonderoga on May 18, Dissolution
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petitions were presented to the Village in The vote to dissolve the village passed in March approving
disincorporation and the Village of Ticonderoga officially dissolved at midnight on December 31, This ended
years of an independent Village of Ticonderoga. The Town of Ticonderoga assumed control of most of the
Village equipment, functions, as well as 17 employees on January 1,
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Otto Harbach, the lyricist-librettist of 50 Broad way shows, who has written a new musical play titled: Long
ago movie star Ramon Novarro being mobbed by the middle-age-set at Sardi s. Songstress Mary small, in a
state of shock at finding her name mentioned at length by H. Allen Smith in Good Housekeeping. In the
same-paragraph with T. Claims that of his 3 wives she was the only one he loved. The other verv cold nicht a
chap dashed into a bar and ordered tnree snots oi bourbon. To which a whoopsy alongside looked up dreamily
and said: She toils in Bishop Fulton J. Allan Jones and Irene Hervey reconcueu. Edmund Purdom, who lost
him to Linda Christian, is having it verv toueh. No job, no money, no home. We just booked an act as terrific
as yours into that snot". A rest would do you a world of good". I have a very impor tant appointment with a
chimp- aniee. The day the mag hit the stands Gov. The Methodist Church pro produced duced produced a
yideo series "The Way" which will be networked to sta-l tions. Because it said she was divorced, instead of
separated. Alan Dale debuts at the Mo- cambo March 6th. Coasters will love his "Marilvn Monroe Sym
phony". Among the delighted spectators were the Miami Herald top brass and wives. Peter Lind Hayes and
Marv Heav clicked at the ton talnebleau. His Tournament of Gold Champions event takes place at April s end.
Most ot the night spots and hotels now give only one show a night. Pro Jerry Cooke at the Roney witnessed
our longest putt. Raved about it i. The story deals with a beautiful year-old girl married to a young and virile
groom. She discovers that just strong sex relations is not enough. She finds more compa compatibility tibility
compatibility with a man in his 50s A man who is long on kindness and short on Hot Love. However, says our
deputy, the story is not the big asset. The audience, he adds, is ex pertly mirrored on the stage. You see people
nudging each other ana whispering "See! The star is Edw. Robinson, at his best after 25 years in Hollywood.
Gena Rowlands recruited from teevee, is very good as The Girl. The future looks bright for "Middle of the
Night. He nrhhsh- ly asked Eisenhower to clamp down on the Arabian Ameirican Oil Company and the
manner in wnicn it has been subsidizing King Saud. Here are some of the facts which British intelligence has
dug up in the Near East and which Eden is lekely to have laid in Ike s lap: It was American rovaltv mon-1 ey
which actually paid for part of the Red arms which Egypt got from Czechoslovakia. Part of this deal was a
barter for Egyptian cotton, but part also was paid for py money which the Egyptians borrowed from Saudi
Arabia. Saud is getting this mon ey from Aramco. Eden also has some amazing in tercepted messages showing
how the Saudi Arabians have been trying to stir up unrest and using American oil royalties to do it; also an
intercepted message re regarding garding regarding the delivery of a year-old slave to King Ibn Saud. Socony,
and the Texas Company. TV, senate spnt the report to the Justice Department with a recom recommendation
mendation recommendation for action, but no ac action tion action ever was taken.
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The pick-up was on time, and we arrived well in Chalong where we checked in, got the wristband for the trip
booked yellow in my case and a lifehack. Then a lot of waiting while they showed videos of Nikorn trips
From the beginning I did not like the guide my group got. She was very the rulebook type, always telling us in
a strict tone what to do and what not to do. Nothing personal, no jokes, nothing that created a nice atmosphere.
The boat was very new and extremely fast - it felt like no time passes at all when we reached our first
destination, Racha beach. Here, it was not only me who got a bit irritated when the guide told us, snorkelling
would be at What if we wanted to snorkel right now, the beach was pretty crowded, but the crystal-clear water
looked extremely tempting. I really, really regretted not bringing my swimming goggles, but pardon me for
thinking I would not need them on a snorkelling trip. The beach offered next to no shade. They will start to
feel ripped off After having patiently waited for And this I have to say with next to no snorkelling experience
from before was absolutely amazing. I enjoyed floating just below the waterline thanks to the lifej ackets and
watch all the fish life happening under me, beside me, around me. There was really a lot to see and it was just
beautiful. We got one full hour there which I found sufficient, though I could h ave stayed there much longer,
too. Each time when we came back to the boat, we were offered cold drinks Sprite, Coke, Next stop was at
Coral Island which felt even more crowded than Racha tons of Chinese tourists, new boats arriving by the
minute , but again the beautiful beach and see-through water made up for that. After we have left the boat, I
asked the guide whether there would be a snorkelling like at Racha. You can use the masks from the boat, but
if you drop it, 1. Lunch I have to say was not very enjoyable for me as I was not able to find any
no-meat-options at the buffet not even fish. So it was rice and watermelon for me. Everything at the stands
here was ridiculously overpriced - fruit shakes for Baht, roti pancakes for Baht! Swimming at the be checked
was quite nice, but again I missed my goggles. Several other activities p parasailing, seawalking, banana boat
were offered, but also at a high price. The Nikorn guide really needs to loosen up to make it more enjoyable
for the paying! As I experienced the trip today, I c an honestly not recommend it.
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Jeep Search and Rescue Associ. Hill was not present for the photograph. Many FAA personnel, their wives
members. Dean Despain, commander was learned that as of July there rescue program, is slated for South
Miami area units were utilized to through the use of a DC-3 execuof Headquarters Senior Squadron, were
senior members and F l o r i d a v i e w i n g o n N o v e m b e r 1 8 p o r t r a y t h e s p o n t a n e o u s e f f o r
t tive plane, loaned by Lt. Of these, 98 are tion Week. Due to the deterpilots. T h e safety rules required
ingenuity on employees in CAP. Carof the most extensive in the history ter, Alaska Wing commander, nine
manner that could not be criticized out of 32 units in the Wing were of the state. Ground searchers spent vacaestablished by FAA employees. The Utah Wing was next with a recorded total of sorties for manhours. This
radio system has given the Air Force recruiter additional time for meeting more people and selling the Air
Force program. Pictured is the and generation as well as the Air Force," commented Sgt. Use of the combined
personnel and materiel of area squadrons emphasized the dedication and readiness for a rescue alert. Tom
Porter bama Wing. WELLS, writing in , warned: During my administration with when centuries are
compressed into decades. I was fortunate enough to be selected in i n C A P. We can ill afford the luxury of a
time-lag as a senior escort in the IACE program. I am, at Plan. According to National records, we are making
satisfac- present, on retired status but keeping my membership through the t o r y p r o g r e s s i n b o t h c a d
e t e n r o l l m e n t a n d r e t e n t i o n. B y Alabama Wing. At get back into the program and do this rate, we
can achieve the goal of 45, When continue the momentum that we now have going in our cadet ing activity eo
much. N a t i o n a l l y, s e n i o r m e m b e r s h i p a s o f 3 0 good work that you appreciate the are doing in
cases still continue to send in photos for use in CAP TIMES withSeptember is less than that of 30 September
connection with our program. HAYES, out proper captions. Without this complete CAP Retired now have 32,
seniors. As both will be "The Coming of Age. Alamo City recruiters make a note! A handy dictionary-type
booklet entitled against our goal. I have had the chance to use it hold its own. Spot announcement records are
now Jn As I stated above, you are presently short of your like clockwork. I have also been the hands of radio
stations across the nation. Two special anniversary television slides will be 44, seniors. IOs should contact
local TV stations to encourage more than one-third your present membership. This handi- say a job well done.
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These Awards celebrate businesses, organizations, individuals, events, and projects that have made significant
contributions toward Downtown Tampa. State DOTs and MPOs must now assess and set short-term goals for
safety performance, travel reliability, transit, pavement and bridge Thursday, November 15 5: A new and
improved TIP tool - November, â€” Looking for transportation projects funded in the next five years in your
area? The updated Transportation Improvement Program TIP Mapping Tool is an interactive search that
provides quick access to the complete list of funded projects in the Sam was one of individuals killed this year
as of October 18 in Hillsborough County traffic crashes. More than 9, people weighed in on transportation and
growth in our region, leaving about , data points for consideration in the creation of our first tri-county
Transportation Plan! Meet our new team members! Allow us to introduce you to: Recognizing the importance
of autonomous and connected vehicle technologies, the Hillsborough MPO sponsored a study on the
feasibility of implementing autonomous transit shuttles at the University of South Florida Service will be
provided to residents who qualify as transportation disadvantaged TD with a focus on medical and
life-sustaining trips. Plan Hillsborough developed the Strategic Plan with joint direction from the three boards,
identifying seven consolidated areas of focus and directing resources and staff priorities over the next five
years These talented students contribute their fresh perspectives and talents to many projects while gaining
hands-on planning experience. Tim Bullock shared an exciting look at Pasco Safety Town, a realistic,
child-sized town designed to provide complete hands-on safety education for children ages 5 â€” 8 in grades
K-2 with more than 50 Info BBQ participants. Be sure to save the date for this fabulous opportunity to join
hundreds of active transportation and public health advocates and practitioners from across the country for
valuable networking, sharing best practices, and exploring Resolutions passed by government agencies and
businesses commit these organizations to incorporating the plan into their operations. Check out the summer
quarterly report to Creating this connection to rapidly developing south Hillsborough County will fill an
important need for residents looking for safe Hear what a national researcher has learned about other regions
around the country, and how they approach regional transportation planning and priority-setting. Weigh in on
what you think are the best ideas Thanks to our partner, the City of Tampa, active transportation has been
given another boost with the installation of five new pedestrian and bicycle wayfinding signs pointing the way
to Tampa Working to improve how we grade our bicycle and pedestrian facilities - June â€” The MPO has
developed a draft white paper to look at what is new in the evolution of measuring bicycle and pedestrian
Level of Service LOS. LOS is used to measure the quality and safety of bicycle and pedestrian facilities. Ideas
2 Action - June â€” This past month, members of the Smart Cities Alliance met at the Collaborative Labs
workshop to brainstorm short-term strategies to improve transportation across the region. Focusing on turning
big ideas into actionable tasks, the group was asked to identify both problems and potential solutions to some
of our most pressing transportation challenges, Click on one of the icons on the Comments and questions may
be directed to Johnny Wong at x, via email at wongj plancom. Without meaningful public involvement,
During this time, the MPO will be conducting an update of the Long Range Transportation Plan through the
year and continuing to develop the five year Transportation Improvement Program Learn more and view
Planning for a big region - May â€” Join leaders from around the Tampa Bay region at a workshop to discuss
how transportation planning is conducted in West Central Florida. Weigh in on what you think are the You
can make a difference by joining us on April 23 from 3pm â€” 5pm to place yard signs along 56th Street with
messages to:
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By, Charlene Chuquillanqui, Contributor Since the early s, trains have awed both adults and children.
Although not the most popular mode of transportation nowadays, trains continue to captive us by
exemplifying power, adventure, and history. Sitting and relaxing on a train chugging along on a track can be a
splendid experience! Does your whole family love riding on trains? If so, take a look below! Whether on a
full-sized vintage steam locomotive or an extra miniature replica train, these train rides can make for a great
family day out! To get even more into the railroading spirit, wear train-themed attire to take your train ride!
We suggest wearing the classic conductor hat, overalls, and a red bandana. Also, Amazon has some great deals
on train apparel. Examples can be seen here and here. Website and Facebook A personal favorite of mine
when I was a child, this mini replica of an C. Huntington T steam locomotive offers a delightful, scenic minute
ride in Wheaton Regional Park. Be sure to check out its website and Facebook for hours of operation, party
room rental packages, and more! Huntington T steam locomotive. It journeys 2 miles through Cabin John
Regional Park, providing riders with about a minute scenic ride. The open season begins around April and
runs through September. Check out its website to learn more about its hours of operation, party room rental
packages, and more! The museum possesses a large display of locomotives and rolling stock, small artifacts,
railroading buildings and structures, and much more! Families can board the Mile One Express and enjoy a
minute round trip along the 1st commercial mile of railroad track laid in America. Small children can also
enjoy their own 3-minute ride aboard a kiddie train in Choo Choo Blueville, a tiny fictional town! The
museum also offers a plethora of events and programs every month that are perfect for little ones. For
instance, Princess Train Rides are coming up this September! Children can dress up in themed costumes to
take a ride aboard a royally decorated train with princesses like Elsa and Ana! Opened every weekend year
round, the museum offers visitors the chance to take a minute ride in a vintage streetcar through the woods of
Montgomery County. Admission includes museum displays, docent-led tours, and unlimited streetcar rides!
To learn more about what the museum offers, check out its website and Facebook! Website This mini C.
Summer hours run Tuesday â€” Saturday. Check out its website or give Watkins Regional Park a call for more
details on hours of operation, birthday party packages, and more! Walkersville Southern Railroad Address:
Website and Facebook Located in Walkersville, MD, about an hour northwest from Washington, DC, the
Walkersville Southern Railroad features vintage passengers cars from the s and open flatcars that travel over
track that the Pennsylvania Railroad originally built in Taking your little one on a Walkersville Southern
Railroad excursion will allow them to feel a sense of history and adventure! Passengers on regular excursions
are offered an hour and 10 minute scenic ride through Maryland farm country. Regular trains run weekends,
May-October, with charters and special trains running all year. Special event, holiday trains include Santa
trains, Bunny trains, and more! Your little one will also enjoy activities like Teddy Bear Picnic and Superhero
Picnic, which include a train ride and a stop in the park for lunch and story time. Additionally, on select dates,
special steam train rides on an year-old coal-fired steam locomotive are offered! Special event excursions have
an increased charge. Western Maryland Scenic Railroad Address: On-board narrators will provide passengers
with historical facts and information about cultural locations along the route. Specialty Trains excursions that
are great for kids include Royal Rails Weekend, which welcomes passengers to dress up as royalty! Also, a
holiday train ride, the North Pole Experience, is a great way for children to enjoy the holiday spirit and visit
with Santa! Specialty train excursions have pricier fares. There are specials rates and deals offered for
passengers as well. Website This miniature C. Huntington steam engine travels over 1. Burke Lake Park
charges no entrance fee for Fairfax County residents, weekdays â€” weekends. For non-county residents, there
is no charge on weekdays; however, there is a charge for non-county residents on weekends and holidays,
April â€” late October. Riders under the age of 2 years old ride for free! To learn more, check out its website!
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All trains make a minute stop at the historic Glen Mills station, where passengers may explore the station and
a picnic grove along the Chester Creek before heading back to West Chester. New Hope and Ivyland Railroad
Address: Website , Facebook , and Twitter A visit to New Hope and Ivyland railroad will allow you to explore
the rolling hills and valleys of historic Bucks County, Pennsylvania. Adults and children can discover what it
was like to travel in the past while riding in a restored s vintage passenger coach, antique bar car, steam
locomotive, or a historic diesel locomotive. Fare prices vary with your choice of coach, 1st class, or open-air
seating. Hourly excursion and special event excursions fare prices differ, along with adult, children , and
toddler under 2 tickets as well. Website , Facebook , and Twitter Colebrookdale Railroad, located about an
hour from Philly, provides an historic and scenic ride in Southeastern Pennsylvania. A variety of train rides
are offered for visitors like the Secret Valley Expedition, an hour and 45 minute ride into the beautiful Secret
Valley. Strasburg Rail Road Address: Regular train excursions, which are about minute in length, are a great
family experience. A variety of special event excursions are also offered. Lehigh Gorge Scenic Railway
Address: Website and Facebook About an hour and a half trip from Philly, the Lehigh Gorge Scenic Railway
features relaxing rides in vintage coaches, built as early as , which are pulled by diesel or steam engines. Rides
are about 70 minutes in length, with the expectation of October train rides, which are 45 minutes in length.
Costs for special event trips vary. Wanamaker, Kempton and Southern Railroad Address: Trains operate
May-November and offer passengers a beautiful minute round trip through farmland and forests. Regular train
ride tickets include unlimited all day rides! Special events tickets are one-ride only tickets. Special event ticket
prices vary. Steam Into History Address: Website and Facebook Steam into History, about 2 hours from Philly
and Washington, DC, is a non-profit organization that features a s replica steam train. The coaches of the train
are also newly built, but resemble s construction. Opened in , Steam into History offers visitors narrated,
history-filled round trips to Glen Rock and Hanover Junction. The Glen Rock Express is a one-hour round-trip
and the Hanover Junction Limited is a 2 and a half hour round-trip with a minute stop at Hanover Junction,
where passengers can get off the train. Check out Steam into History online to learn more about all they have
to offer! This amusement park, with 3 different park areas in 1, is loaded with several train-themed attractions.
Most importantly, visitors can enjoy a minute train ride on a life-sized Thomas the Tank Engine as he travels
around Edaville and scenic cranberry bogs! Check out Edaville USA online for more details on their fantastic
amusement park! Cape Cod Central Railroad Address: Website , Facebook , and Twitter A little over an hour
from Boston, the Cape Cod Central Railroad offers classic, narrated train rides through woodlands, sand
dunes, cranberry bogs, and salt marshes. Train rides run from May â€” October and are about 2 hours in
length. Boxed lunches are available to be purchased for the Coastal Excursion Trains as well. Specialty trains
with served meals vary in price. Prices vary from choice of standard class, 1st class, or diamond class seating.
They set out to educate both adults and children all about the importance of railroading! Train rides are offered
on Saturdays and Sundays on the third complete weekend of each month. The mini trains are run by steam,
batteries, or small gas engines. There are also birthday train reservations available! Gold Coast Railroad
Museum Address: Visitors can explore these historic and restored cars, exhibitions, a model train display, and
Thomas the Tank Engine play tables. Train rides are also offered on the weekends for your family to enjoy.
And every 1st Saturday of the month, the museum opens its doors to all visitors for a free day! The museum
also hosts special events like Day Out With Thomas, when families can take a minute ride and enjoy
Thomas-themed activities. There is also the Polar Express Train Ride to bring in the holiday spirit, which
includes a minute round trip, holiday treats, Santa, and more! Ticket prices vary for special events. Check out
Gold Coast Railroad Museum online or by phone to learn more about the museum collection, admission, train
rides, special events, and more! At the Hermann Park Railroad, visitors can enjoy a 2-mile, minute train
journey. Riders of all ages will love all the sights and sounds the ride offers around the park!
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Welcome all aboard our Alpine Express Train for a gentle tour through the Village. The Alpine Express Train is Central
Oregon's only family fun trackless train experience. All ages are welcome to take the minute ride.

Northshire Bookstore was established in by Ed and Barbara Morrow after they moved here from Westchester
with their two young sons, Chris and Andy. They knew they were ready for a change so they left their jobs,
and decided to embark upon their passion of owning their own bookstore. Once open the Manchester
community quickly embraced their new bookstore, making it a popular destination for area book lovers. Just
one year later in , the Morrows decided they needed more hands on deck and hired five staff members. This,
coupled with the fact that they had no space for back stock gradually led to an ever decreasing living space for
the Morrow family. In , the old Coburn House which had been sitting unoccupied for nearly 2 years, went up
for auction and Ed and Barbara agreed to buy it. In , Northshire Bookstore reopened in the newly renovated
Colburn House space allowing for a more spacious store and living space. A short number of years after this
move, the retail industry began rapidly changing with the explosion of malls across the U. It was also at this
time that Chris Morrow had returned home after studying overseas. Having made the decision to eventually
take over the family business, Chris and his parents chose, once again, to expand the bookstore. In addition to
a great assortment of books and gifts available the Northshire Bookstore also hosts several author events. We
have been extremely fortunate in being able to bring a wide range of nationally known authors, as well as â€”
just as importantly â€” Vermont authors to share their work and experience, as writers. He was incredibly
generous in connecting with his audience, and that also made him such a great teacher. And there have been
hundreds of others. How many pursuits can be viewed as both vocation and avocation, being fed not only by
passion, but also contributing to the enrichment of the mind. The only requirement for citizenship in this
community is a love of books. We have become what we are because of the people who have chosen to make
us part of their community over the years, and for that we are very grateful. We are the meeting place for
people coming to town. A bulletin board in our entryway is for posters announcing community events. The
room is constantly booked with everyone from the local day care fundraising committee, to public speaking
classes, to many writing groups. Local theatres hold pre-performance discussions in the Northshire Bookstore.
Through it, we offer the community enriching experiences well beyond inspired author appearances.
Additionally, we have been community leaders for decadesâ€”that, too, is part of the winning prescription for
an independent bookstore, making Northshire Bookstore a cornerstone of the community, for residents and
visitors alike. A brick forged in magical kilns. They are called books. But we mean books in the codex format,
ink on paper. For, while the essence of a book is intangibleâ€”a captured set of ideas and creativity of an
author blending with the creative interpretation inspired in its readerâ€”the means of its transmission is
increasingly being recognized as critically important. It is my belief that our community instinctively
recognizes this and will support the Northshire through another 40 yearsâ€”which we hope may be curated by
our granddaughters. Bookstores tend to be owned and staffed by people who care about the quality of their
daily lives, about the social setting in which they work, and about how they can have a positive effect on the
cultural fabric of their community. Irrepressible, old-dog bookseller David Schwartz said it best. By creating a
unique and inviting space, by filling it with well-chosen titles, and by having excellent booksellers, the right
books land in the right set of hands at the right time. All of our efforts revolve around this simple aspiration of
creating magic. So thank you to all the folks in Manchester and the Mountains, to our fellow booksellers, to
publishers, to authors and to readers across the globe.
9: Contents - DB2 with BLU Acceleration [Book]
Here, your tour concludes and you may choose to stay on the island as long as you wish. On the return ferry, choose to
disembark onto Ellis Island, the gateway for 12 million immigrants. End your day with one last view of the beautiful
Statue of Liberty before returning to Lower Manhattan by ferry.
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